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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Acute liver failure (ALF) is a common cause of postoperative death in patients 
with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and is a serious threat to patient safety. The 
neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) is a common inflammatory indicator that is 
associated with the prognosis of various diseases, and the albumin-bilirubin score 
(ALBI) is used to evaluate liver function in liver cancer patients. Therefore, this 
study aimed to construct a predictive model for postoperative ALF in HCC tumor 
integrity resection (R0) based on the NLR and ALBI, providing a basis for clini-
cians to choose appropriate treatment plans.

AIM 
To construct an ALF prediction model after R0 surgery for HCC based on NLR 
and ALBI.

METHODS 
In total, 194 patients with HCC who visited The First People’s Hospital of Lian-
yungang to receive R0 between May 2018 and May 2023 were enrolled and di-
vided into the ALF and non-ALF groups. We compared differences in the NLR 
and ALBI between the two groups. The risk factors of ALF after R0 surgery for 
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HCC were screened in the univariate analysis. Independent risk factors were analyzed by multifactorial logistic 
regression. We then constructed a prediction model of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC. A receiver operating charac-
teristic curve, calibration curve, and decision curve analysis (DCA) were used to evaluate the value of the pre-
diction model.

RESULTS 
Among 194 patients with HCC who met the standard inclusion criteria, 46 cases of ALF occurred after R0 (23.71%). 
There were significant differences in the NLR and ALBI between the two groups (P < 0.05). The univariate analysis 
showed that alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) and blood loss volume (BLV) were significantly higher in the ALF group 
compared with the non-ALF group (P < 0.05). The multifactorial analysis showed that NLR, ALBI, AFP, and BLV 
were independent risk factors for ALF after R0 surgery in HCC. The predictive efficacy of NLR, ALBI, AFP, and 
BLV in predicting the occurrence of ALT after R0 surgery for HCC was average [area under the curve (AUC)NLR = 
0.767, AUCALBI = 0.755, AUCAFP = 0.599, AUCBLV = 0.718]. The prediction model for ALF after R0 surgery for HCC 
based on NLR and ALBI had a better predictive efficacy (AUC = 0.916). The calibration curve and actual curve 
were in good agreement. DCA showed a high net gain and that the model was safer compared to the curve in the 
extreme case over a wide range of thresholds.

CONCLUSION 
The prediction model based on NLR and ALBI can effectively predict the risk of developing ALF after HCC R0 
surgery, providing a basis for clinical prevention of developing ALF after HCC R0 surgery.

Key Words: Acute liver failure; Hepatocellular carcinoma; Hepatectomy; Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio; Albumin-bilirubin 
score
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Core Tip: This study aimed to identify independent risk factors associated with acute liver failure (ALF) after complete tumor 
resection (R0) for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and to investigate their efficacy in predicting the occurrence of ALF after 
R0 for HCC. The results showed that the prediction model of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC, constructed based on the 
neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio and albumin-bilirubin score, had a good predictive efficacy and is expected to be a promising 
predictive tool in future clinical work.
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INTRODUCTION
The liver is one of the most important and indispensable organs in the human body. Normal liver cells have a strong 
ability to self-replicate; however, persistent chronic inflammation can permanently impair liver repair and regeneration, 
leading to fibrosis, cirrhosis, liver failure, and even liver cancer. According to the latest global cancer data released in 
2020, the incidence of liver cancer ranks fifth in the incidence of malignant tumors worldwide with an increasing trend 
each year[1]. Currently, primary liver cancer is a malignant tumor with high morbidity and mortality rates in China, 
accounting for more than two-thirds of the total number of liver cancers in China[1]. Complete tumor resection (R0) is the 
most direct and effective method for treating liver tumors and is the most important factor contributing to postoperative 
mortality. However, R0 resection often causes a variety of complications, among which the most difficult to manage and 
life-threatening is liver failure, which is the leading cause of death in postoperative patients. Thus, it is important to 
search for possible factors causing acute liver failure (ALF) after hepatectomy, predict liver failure in advance, assist 
clinicians in choosing appropriate treatment options, and improve the prognosis of patients with hepatocellular car-
cinoma (HCC).

The serum neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) is a common indicator of inflammation that can determine the in-
flammatory status of patients and predict the prognosis of many liver diseases[2]. Several studies have reported the 
importance of the NLR in predicting the prognosis of liver transplantation for HCC[3], hepatic arterial chemoemboli-
zation in patients with liver cancer[4,5], and chronic ALF[6]. The albumin-bilirubin score (ALBI) is a suitable method to 
evaluate liver function in patients with HCC because it only includes serum bilirubin and albumin and excludes sub-
jective indicators, such as hepatic encephalopathy and ascites, making it a more convenient and objective method to 
evaluate liver function[7-9].
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In summary, the authors concluded that the NLR and ALBI might be associated with the occurrence of ALF after R0 
surgery. To study the relationship between these two factors and the occurrence of ALF, this study aimed to construct a 
nomogram prediction model for the occurrence of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC by retrospectively analyzing the po-
ssible risk factors for the occurrence of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC, and to evaluate the value of the nomogram pre-
diction model to provide a possible basis for preventing the occurrence of ALF after R0 surgery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population
A total of 217 patients with HCC who visited The First People’s Hospital of Lianyungang for treatment between May 
2018 and May 2023 were assessed; 23 patients were excluded, and 194 patients with HCC who underwent R0 were 
included in the study and were categorized into the ALF group (n = 46) and non-ALF group (n = 148), according to whe-
ther they suffered from ALF after R0 surgery. The research process is illustrated in Figure 1.

Inclusion criteria
The inclusion criteria were as follows: Age 45–80 years; patients underwent radical hepatectomy for HCC and met the 
criteria for R0, i.e., resection of all liver tumors visible to the naked eye; HCC was confirmed by postoperative patho-
logical examination; and patients received hepatectomy for the first time.

Exclusion criteria
The exclusion criteria were as follows: Patients with preoperative rupture and bleeding of HCC; patients with metastasis 
to extrahepatic organs detected during intraoperative exploration; combined with biliary obstruction; combined with 
serious insufficiency of heart, lungs, kidneys, and other important organs; and patients with missing clinical data.

Diagnostic criteria for postoperative ALF
Referring to the relevant criteria proposed by the International Group for Hepatic Surgery in 2018, the diagnosis of liver 
failure was confirmed when a patient developed bilirubin levels > 50 mmol/L and an international normalized ratio > 1.7 
on or 5 d after hepatectomy; biliary obstruction was excluded[10].

Data collection
Information on factors associated with the development of ALF after R0 was collected, including gender, age, body mass 
index (BMI), hypertension, diabetes mellitus, history of hepatitis B, cirrhosis, pericardial integrity, type of tumor, number 
of tumors, surgical procedure, portal vein cancer occlusion, alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), platelets (PLT), hemoglobin (Hb), 
white blood cells (WBC), direct bilirubin (DBIL), total bilirubin (TBil), plasminogen time (PT), aspartate aminotransferase 
(AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), and blood loss volume (BLV), during the procedure.

Serum test method
The patient's peripheral venous blood (6 mL) was collected before surgery, centrifuged rapidly at 2000 rpm for 15 min, 
and the upper layer of serum was separated for use. NLR, Hb, PLT, and WBC counts were determined using a fully 
automatic blood cell analyzer (Mindray: BC-6800). TBil, DBIL, AST, and ALT levels were measured using an automatic 
biochemical analyzer (Beckman, AU5821). AFP was detected using a fully automatic biochemical immunoassay analyzer 
(Roche, cobas®8000). PT was detected using an automated coagulation analyzer (Werfen: ACL Top 700). NLR = mono-
cyte/lymphocyte. ALBI = -0.085 × [albumin (g/L) + 0.66 × lg [TBil (μmol/L)].

Statistical methods
Data were analyzed with SPSS 26.0 statistical software. Comparisons of measurement data conforming to normal distri-
bution between the two groups were performed with the t-test and expressed as the mean ± SD; comparisons of the count 
data between the two groups were performed using the χ2 test and expressed as [n (%)]. Variables in which there was a 
statistically significant difference (P < 0.05) were subjected to binary logistic regression analysis, and the risk factors 
affecting the occurrence of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC were screened out. R software was applied to establish the 
nomogram model and to plot the subjects' receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC). The nomogram model was 
validated for predictive performance using Bootstrap equal-volume with put-back repetitive sampling 1000 times, and 
calibration plots were plotted. Decision curve analysis (DCA) was also performed. Differences were statistically signi-
ficant at P < 0.05.

RESULTS
Comparison of the NLR and ALBI between ALF and non-ALF groups
The NLR and ALBI were significantly higher in the ALF group than in the non-ALF group (P < 0.05; Figure 2).
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Figure 1 Experimental flow chart. ALF: Acute liver failure.

Figure 2 Comparison of the differences between the acute liver failure group and non-acute liver failure group. A: Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte 
ratio; B: Albumin-bilirubin score. aP < 0.05. ALF: Acute liver failure.

Univariate analysis of the occurrence of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC
A comparison of the general data showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the ALF and non-
ALF groups in terms of sex, BMI, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, pericardial integrity, tumor type, number of tumors, 
and portal vein cancer screening (P > 0.05). However, there was a significant difference in terms of age, history of hepa-
titis B, liver cirrhosis, mode of surgery, and BLV (P < 0.05) (Table 1).

Furthermore, a comparison of laboratory data showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the 
ALF and non-ALF groups in terms of Hb, WBC, TBil, AST, and ALT levels (P > 0.05), while there was a significant 
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Table 1 Comparison of general information, n (%)/mean ± SD

Non-ALF ALF
Factor

n = 148 n = 46
t/z/χ2 P value

Gender 0.382 0.537

Male 88 (59.5) 24 (52.2)

Female 60 (40.5) 22 (47.8)

Age 49.0 ± 4.0 51.1 ± 5.9 -2.719 0.007

BMI (kg/m2) 23.454 ± 1.29 23.830 ± 1.424 -1.620 0.110

Hypertension 0.65 0.42

Yes 52 (35.1) 12 (26.1)

None 96 (64.9) 34 (73.9)

Diabetes 0.394 0.53

Yes 42 (28.4) 10 (21.7)

None 106 (71.6) 36 (78.3)

History of hepatitis 23.454 ± 1.29 23.830 ± 1.424 -2.026 0.043

Yes 103 (69.6) 39 (84.8)

None 45 (30.4) 7 (15.2)

Liver cirrhosis -2.026 0.043

Yes 103 (69.6) 39 (84.8)

None 45 (30.4) 7 (15.2)

Envelope integrity -1.548 0.122

Complete 127 (85.8) 35 (76.1)

Incomplete 21 (14.2) 11 (23.9)

Tumor type -0.331 0.74

Isolated 119 (80.4) 38 (82.6)

Nodal fusion 29 (19.6) 8 (17.4)

Number of tumors -0.975 0.33

Single 125 (84.5) 36 (78.3)

Multiple 23 (15.5) 10 (21.7)

Surgical procedure -2.269 0.023

Open 85 (57.4) 35 (76.1)

Abdominal 63 (42.6) 11 (23.9)

Portal vein cancer plug -1.804 0.071

Negative 136 (91.9) 38 (8236)

Positive 12 (8.1) 8 (17.4)

BLV (mL) 343.8 ± 97.9 418.2 ± 72.7 -5.554 0.000

ALF: Acute liver failure; BMI: Body mass index; BLV: Blood loss volume.

difference in AFP, PLT, PT, and DBIL levels (P < 0.05), as shown in Table 2.

Multifactorial analysis and predictive value of ALF occurrence after R0 surgery for HCC
Indicators with significant differences in the NLR and ALBI scores, and the univariate analysis, were included in the 
multifactorial logistic regression analysis, in which AFP less than or equal to 400 ng/mL was assigned the value of "0”, 
and greater than 400 ng/mL was assigned the value of "1”. The results showed that AFP, NLR, ALBI, and BLV were 
independent risk factors for ALF after R0 surgery for HCC (Table 3). The values of the indicators were assessed using 
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Table 2 Comparison of laboratory data, n (%)/mean ± SD

Non-ALF ALF
Factor

n = 148 n = 46
t/z/χ2 P value

AFP -2.6 0.009

≤ 400 (ng/mL) 113 (76.4) 26 (56.5)

> 400 (ng/mL) 35 (23.6) 20 (43.5)

Hb (g/L) 134.47 ± 21.418 129.74 ± 19.509 1.336 0.183

PLT (× 109/L) 155.107 ± 31.693 135.661 ± 27.468 3.746 0

WBC (× 109/L) 5.669 ± 0.956 5.613 ± 0.970 0.345 0.73

PT (s) 12.2 ± 1.2 12.9 ± 1.2 -3.337 0.001

TBil (μmol/L) 16.778 ± 7.345 19.152 ± 7.472 -1.907 0.058

DBIL (μmol/L) 4.0 ± 2.8 5.0 ± 2.6 -2.221 0.027

ALT (u/L) 50.692 ± 15.477 48.687 ± 14.367 0.78 0.436

AST (u/L) 43.562 ± 14.151 45.339 ± 13.180 0.756 0.451

ALF: Acute liver failure; AFP: Alpha-fetoprotein; Hb: Hemoglobin; PLT: Platelet count; WBC: White blood cell count; PT: Prothrombin time; TBil: Total 
bilirubin; DBIL: Direct bilirubin; ALT: Alanine aminotransferase; AST: Aspartate aminotransferase.

Table 3 Multifactorial analysis influencing the occurrence of alanine aminotransferase after R0 for hepatocellular carcinoma

Factor β SE OR value 95%CI Wald value P value

AFP 1.401 0.539 4.058 1.411-11.670 6.755 0.009

BLV 0.009 0.003 1.009 1.003-1.016 9.166 0.002

NLR 1.464 0.277 4.318 2.511-7.426 27.969 0.000

ALBI 2.157 0.665 8.646 2.350-31.816 10.531 0.001

AFP: Alpha-fetoprotein; BLV: Blood loss volume; NLR: Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio; ALBI: Albumin-bilirubin score; OR: Odds ratio; CI: Confidence 
interval.

ROC curves, and the results showed that AFP, BLV, NLR, and ALBI had a certain predictive value for ALF after R0 
surgery for HCC (P < 0.05), and the predictive values of NLR and ALBI were better than those of AFP and BLV, as shown 
in Table 4 and Figure 3.

Construction and evaluation of the nomogram prediction model
A column-line graph model was constructed based on the indicators screened using the multifactor logistic regression 
analysis (Figure 4). The predictive probability of the model was calculated by adding the corresponding scores of each 
indicator to obtain the total score. Internal validation was performed by bootstrap sampling 1000 times, and the areas 
under the curve (AUC), DCA curve, and calibration curve were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the column plot. The 
AUC was 0.916, sensitivity was 0.826, specificity was 0.932 (P = 0.000, 95% confidence interval: 0.854–0.978). The ROC cur-
ve also showed that the model had a certain degree of predictive efficacy. In addition, the calibration curve further 
indicated good agreement between the nomogram prediction model and actual observations, which further indicated that 
the nomogram prediction model had good predictive efficacy in predicting the occurrence of ALF after R0 surgery 
(Figure 5).

DISCUSSION
In recent years, immunotherapy and molecular targeting have gradually become hotspots of clinical and scientific 
research, R0 is still the main modality for the treatment of HCC and occupies an indispensable position. However, 
residual liver tissue regeneration is impaired after R0, and excessive apoptosis of liver cells will lead to the imbalance 
between liver regeneration and injury, resulting in ALF after hepatectomy[11].
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Table 4 Value of alpha-fetoprotein, blood loss volume, neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio, and albumin-bilirubin score in predicting the 
development of acute liver failure after R0 surgery for hepatocellular carcinoma

Indicator Cut-off value AUC 95%CI Specificity Sensitivity P value

AFP 400 0.599 0.643-0.793 - - 0.042

BLV 302.850 0.718 0.643-0.793 1.000 0.432 0.000

NLR 3.150 0.767 0.659-0.875 1.000 0.696 0.000

ALBI -1.942 0.755 0.640-0.870 0.824 0.783 0.000

AFP: Alpha-fetoprotein; BLV: Blood loss volume; NLR: Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio; ALBI: Albumin-bilirubin score; AUC: Area under the curve; CI: 
Confidence interval.

Figure 3 Receiver operating characteristic curves of predicting the occurrence of acute liver failure after R0 surgery for hepatocellular 
carcinoma. A: Acute liver failure; B: Blood loss volume; C: Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio; D: Albumin-bilirubin score. AFP: Acute liver failure; BLV: Blood loss 
volume; NLR: Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio; ALBI: Albumin-bilirubin score; AUC: Area under the curve.

Impaired immune system function, excessive release of inflammatory factors, and sustained inflammatory responses 
play important roles in exacerbating hepatocyte injury and promoting an imbalance between hepatocyte regeneration 
and injury. Neutrophils are the first responders to inflammation and infection in the body and are important cellular 
components of the immune response. In the peripheral blood, the NLR is used to reflect the inflammatory and immune 
status of the organism and is associated with a poor prognosis in patients with colorectal[12], gastric[13,14], breast[15], 
prostate[16], and lung[17] cancers. This study reviewed the relevant studies on ALF after HCC R0 surgery, and found 
that the serum NLR before surgery was higher in the ALF group, suggesting that preoperative NLR has a certain pre-
dictive value in predicting the occurrence of ALF after HCC R0 surgery. The ROC curve results showed that the NLR was 
not effective in predicting ALF after R0 HCC (AUCNLR = 0.767).

ALBI is a hotly researched scoring model for predicting the efficacy after liver transplantation in recent years, which 
was first analyzed by Johnson et al[18] on the survival of 1313 patients with HCC with better accuracy due to the exclu-
sion of ascites and hepatic encephalopathy, which are subjective indicators, as well as the effect of double-counting of 
associated indicators. Domestic and international studies suggest that ALBI is an influential factor in the prognosis of 
viral hepatitis B cirrhosis[19], alcoholic cirrhosis[20], primary biliary cirrhosis[21], and autoimmune hepatitis cirrhosis
[22]. Furthermore, the higher the ALBI score, the worse the prognosis. The present study showed that the ALBI score was 
higher in the group that developed ALF than in the non-ALF group after R0 surgery for HCC, which is consistent with 
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Figure 4 Nomogram prediction model for the occurrence of acute liver failure after R0 surgery for hepatocellular carcinoma. AFP: Acute 
liver failure; BLV: Blood loss volume; NLR: Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio; ALBI: Albumin-bilirubin score.

Figure 5 Evaluation of the nomogram prediction model. A: Receiver operating characteristic curve; B: Calibration curve; C: Decision curve analysis. AUC: 
Area under the curve.

the findings of other scholars mentioned in the previous section. This suggests that preoperative ALBI has a predictive 
value for the occurrence of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC. The ROC curve showed that the efficacy of ALBI in predicting 
the occurrence of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC was average (AUCALBI = 0.755).

AFP is considered a diagnostic and prognostic tumor marker for HCC[23]. The level of AFP in normal human serum is 
low. However, the expression of AFP increases in HCC, and its serum level increases sharply with the deterioration of the 
disease[24]. Our study categorized AFP levels as less than or equal to 400 ng/mL and greater than 400 ng/mL, and it was 
shown that AFP levels were associated with the development of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC. In addition, its efficacy as 
a predictor was fair (AUCAFP = 0.599).

In this study, intraoperative BLV was considered an independent risk factor for the occurrence of ALF after R0 for 
HCC. Albumin is the most important protein in human plasma, accounting for approximately 50% of the total human 
plasma proteins, and is the basic physiological substance for maintaining the nutrition of the body. Some studies have 
shown that nutritional status affects disease prognosis[25]. Intraoperative massive blood loss in HCC R0 resection leads to 
a consequent massive loss of serum albumin, resulting in nutritional deficiencies and reduced immunity, which ulti-
mately leads to the development of hepatic failure. This may be the reason why the amount of intraoperative blood loss is 
an independent risk factor for postoperative hepatic failure. As a predictor of ALF after R0 HCC, the predictive efficacy 
was average (AUCBLV = 0.718).

The prognostic efficacy of a single factor to predict the disease has some limitations. To avoid this problem, we 
constructed a nomogram prediction model using NLR, ALBI, AFP, and BLV as predictors for the occurrence of ALF after 
R0 surgery for HCC in this research. After model validation, we found that the calibration curves fit the ideal curves to a 
high degree, the predictive efficacy of the nomogram prediction model was better (AUC = 0.916), and the efficacy of the 
combined prediction was much higher than that of the single-factor prediction. It has been shown that ALBI combined 
with residual liver volume can be used to predict ALF in patients with HBV-associated primary HCC (AUC = 0.890)[26]. 
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However, this requires three-dimensional reconstruction of preoperative abdominal computed tomography imaging data 
to measure the residual liver volume in patients with HCC, which often requires a skillful base for two-dimensional 
image reading. In addition, the reconstruction results vary from person to person, with instability and other shortco-
mings. In this study, we constructed a prediction model of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC based on NLR and ALBI, and 
its predictive efficacy was excellent, with an AUC of 0.916. The NLR, ALBI, AFP, and BLV can be obtained quickly in the 
clinic, which can help clinicians predict the occurrence of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC with high efficiency and prepare 
for the prevention of ALF in advance.

In summary, the prediction model of ALF after R0 surgery for HCC based on NLR combined with ALBI has good 
predictive value and is expected to be a promising predictive tool in future clinical work. This was a clinical retrospective 
study, which was limited by the sample size. Therefore, the value of constructing a prediction model of ALF after R0 
surgery for HCC based on NLR combined with ALBI needs to be further verified in a larger sample size or prospective 
clinical cohort study.

CONCLUSION
The construction of a prediction model for ALF after R0 surgery for HCC based on NLR and ALBI had good predictive 
value and is expected to be a promising predictive tool in future clinical work.
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